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We construct a covariant quantum superstring, extending Berkovits’ approach by introdu-
cing new ghosts to relax the pure spinor constraints. The central charge of the underlying
Kac-Moody algebra, which would lead to an anomaly in the BRST charge, is treated
as a new generator with a new b − c system. We construct a nilpotent BRST current,
an anomalous ghost current and an anomaly-free energy-momentum tensor. For open
superstrings, we find the correct massless spectrum. In addition, we construct a Lorentz
invariant B-field to be used for the computation of the integrated vertex operators and
amplitudes.
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1. Introduction and Summary
Recently, a new formulation of superstrings was developed which is explicitly super-
Poincare´ invariant in 9 + 1 dimensions [1] [2] [3] [4]. It is based on a free conformal field
theory on the world-sheet and a nilpotent BRST charge Q which defines the physical
vertices as representatives of its cohomology. In addition to the conventional variables
xm and θα of the Green-Schwarz formalism, a conjugate momentum pα for θ
α and a
set of commuting ghost fields λα are introduced. The latter are complex Weyl spinors
satisfying the pure spinor conditions λαγmαβλ
β = 0 [1] [5]. This equation can be solved by
decomposing λ with respect to a non-compact U(5) subgroup of SO(9, 1) into a singlet 1,
a vector 5, and a tensor 10. The vector can be expressed in terms of the singlet and tensor,
hence there are 11 independent complex variables in λα.
The pure spinors λα are needed to cancel the central charge of the conformal algebra
(+10 from the bosonic coordinates xm, −32 from the spinor variables pα and θα, and +22
from the pure spinors λα), to obtain the correct double poles in the Lorentz algebra and,
last but not least, to render the operator Q nilpotent.
Of course, the problem of the covariant quantization of superstrings is one of the
fundamental problems in string theory. The subject has a long history. We give in [6]
some of the early papers on the subject which we used, but the list is far from complete.
As shown by Berkovits in [3], the cohomology of the BRST charge contains exactly the
physical spectrum of the superstring and, in particular for the massless states, it provides
the covariant equations of motion, those of super Yang-Mills theory in 10 dimensions for
the open superstring or those of N = 2 supergravity for closed superstrings. For massive
states he could not use the formalism based on the U(5)-like subgroup; it was possible to
use an SO(8) subgroup, but this introduced an infinite set of ghost-for-ghosts although
the cohomology did not depend on these fields.
Although Berkovits’s approach provides a way to by-pass many of the difficulties of
the Green-Schwarz formalism for a super-Poincare´ covariant description of superstrings, an
explicit parametrization of pure spinors λα is needed at several points in his construction.
Using such an explicit parametrization for pure spinors, he was able to define Lorentz
currents which satisfy the covariant Lorentz algebra [7]. However, the solution of the pure
spinor constraints breaks the explicit covariance and some expressions cannot be written
in a covariant way. For example, the action is not covariant and also intermediate steps in
the computation of amplitudes are clearly affected. In addition, a conjugate momentum
for the pure spinors can only be constructed in an explicit parametrization, resulting in
OPE’s which are not manifestly covariant. The tree level amplitudes are not manifestly
super-Poincare´ invariant and massive vertices can only be constructed in terms of a specific
non-covariant parametrization of the pure spinors.
The cohomology of [1] [2] [3] [4] is a constrained cohomology. We therefore decided
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to try to relax the pure spinor conditions and construct a new BRST operator such that
its unconstrained cohomology coincides with the constrained cohomology of Berkovits’s
approach. The extension of the BRST symmetry to unconstrained λα led us to enlarge
the field space by adding more ghost fields: an anticommuting vector ξm, a commuting
spinor χα, an anticommuting vector 1-form ω
m
z , and their corresponding antighosts, and
further an anticommuting b− cz system with conformal weights 0 and 1, respectively.
Our final action for the left-moving sector is given by
S =
∫
d2z
(1
2
∂xm∂¯xm + pα∂¯θ
α + βzm∂¯ξ
m + βzα∂¯λ
α + καz ∂¯χα + cz ∂¯b+ ω
m
z ∂¯ηm
)
.
(1.1)
Our final BRST current is given by
jBz = λ
αdzα − ξ
mΠzm − χα∂zθ
α − ξmκαz γmαβλ
β −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
ββzm
+ cz −
1
2
b
(
ξm∂zξm −
3
2
χα∂zλ
α +
1
2
∂zχαλ
α
)
−
1
2
∂z (b χαλ
α) ,
(1.2)
and the energy-momentum tensor is
Tzz = −
1
2
Πmz Πmz − dzα∂zθ
α − βzm∂zξ
m − βzα∂zλ
α − καz ∂zχα + ∂zb cz + ∂zηm ω
m
z .
(1.3)
Because −12Π
m
z Πmz − dzα∂zθ
α = −12∂zx
m∂zxm − pzα∂zθα we are dealing with a free
conformal field theory. The ghost current we use is given by
Jghz = − (βmzξ
m + καz χα + βzαλ
α + b cz + η
mωzm) . (1.4)
There is also a composite field Bzz which will be discussed in the text.
Our main results are:
(1) we keep manifest SO(9, 1) invariance at every step. No pure spinor constraints or
U(5) decompositions appear. As a consequence we can take λα to be real which solves one
of the puzzles of [1] where λα had to be complex in order that the pure spinor constraint
have a solution, but where the real θα transforms into complex λα.
(2) We construct a BRST operator with the properties one would like it to have: its
current is nilpotent and a primary field. Our BRST charge is based on a Kac-Moody
algebra for spacetime symmetries, and it describes the geometry of a D = (9, 1) super-
space. In the RNS approach the BRST charge describes the dynamics since it starts with∮
czTzz + . . ..
(3) We also construct a composite operator Bzz which satisfies the fundamental rela-
tion Tzz = [Q,Bzz] where Tzz is given in (1.3). We believe that
∮
Bzz plays the same role
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as the zero mode b0 in the RNS approach. The integrated vertices
∮
dzV
(0)
z are constructed
from the unintegrated vertices U (1) by V
(0)
z =
∮
dzBzzU
(1) + [Q,Xz].
(4) We require that the unintegrated vertex operators should satisfy [Q,U (1)] = 0.
This selects all possible deformations of the Kac-Moody algebra, in other words, the BRST
charge, with Kac-Moody generators replaced by Kac-Moody generators plus connections,
is still nilpotent. To be physical observables these deformations must be primary spin-1
fields, so V
(0)
z should have conformal spin 1. This second constraint brings in the dynamics.
For the massless sector of the open superstring, the first constraint, namely [Q,U (1)] = 0,
implies that the deformations are described by a super gauge-connection Aα, Am and field
strength Aα (usually denoted by Wα) which satisfies the proper Bianchi identities. The
second constraint implies the equations of motion for super Yang-Mills theory (at the
linearized level). The conditions Fαβ = Fαm = 0 for the superspace curvature of the gauge
connection follow as a consequence of the equations of motion.
The paper is organized in the following way: in section 2, we discuss the construction
of the BRST charge based on an extension of Berkovits’s approach and promote the central
charge of the Kac-Moody algebra to an operator. In section 3, we prove the BRST invari-
ance of the action and derive the boundary conditions for the open superstring needed to
maintain BRST invariance and supersymmetry at the boundaries. Section 4 is devoted to
the construction of the energy-momentum tensor, the field Bzz, the ghost current and to
compute their OPE’s. In section 5, we discuss briefly the relation with the RNS approach
and, finally, in section 6 we study the massless sector of open string. Section 7 contains
some comments and speculations.
2. The BRST charge
On a flat worldsheet, the free left- and right-moving contributions to the classical
covariant Green-Schwarz superstring action [8] can be written as
S =
∫
d2z
(
1
2
∂xm∂xm + pα∂θ
α + pˆα∂θˆ
α
)
(2.1)
where ∂z =
1
2 (∂σ − i ∂τ ) and ∂¯z =
1
2 (∂σ + i ∂τ ). Furthermore, pα (or its anti-holomorphic
partner pˆα) is related to x
m and θα by the constraint dα = 0 with [9]
dα = pα −
1
2
∂xmγ
m
αβθ
β −
1
8
γmαβγmγδθ
βθγ∂θδ. (2.2)
Setting dα equal to zero, (2.1) leads to an interacting superstring whose left-movers do
not interact with its right-movers, and which therefore is not equal to the Green-Schwarz
superstring. The variables xm and θα are worldsheet scalar fields. On the other hand,
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the conjugate momenta pα, dα and Π
m = ∂xm + 12θ
αγmαβ∂θ
β carry a world-sheet vector
index, i.e. pz,α, dz,α,Πz,m. The index z will be omitted in the following when there is
no ambiguity. The symbols γmαβ and γ
mαβ are real 16 × 16 symmetric matrices which
are the off-diagonal elements of the 32× 32 Dirac-matrices5 and which satisfy γmαβγ
nβγ +
γnαβγ
mβγ = 2ηmnδγα and γm (αβγ
m
γ)δ
= 0. The latter relation makes Fierz rearrangements
very easy.
Furthermore, we have [9]
dα(z)dβ(w) ∼ −
γmαβΠm(w)
z − w
, dα(z)Π
m(w) ∼
γmαβ∂θ
β(w)
z − w
,
Πm(z)Πn(w) ∼ −
1
(z − w)2
ηmn , dα(z)θ
β(w) ∼
1
z − w
δ βα ,
(2.3)
where ∼ denotes the singular contribution to the OPE’s. The operators dα and Πm are
invariant under the spacetime supersymmetry generated by
Qǫ =
∮
dz ǫαjsuzα ,
jsuzα ≡ pα +
1
2
∂xmγmαβθ
β +
1
24
γmαβθ
βθγγmγδ∂θ
δ ,
jsuzα(z)j
su
zβ(w) ∼
γmαβ
(z − w)
(
∂xm +
1
6
θγγmγδ∂θ
δ
)
(w)−
1
3(z − w)2
(γmθ)α(z)(γmθ)β(w)
(2.4)
where ǫα is a constant Majorana-Weyl spinor. The supersymmetry transformations of the
5 One may use ten real D = (9, 1) Dirac-matrices Γm = {I ⊗ (iτ2), σ
µ ⊗ τ1, χ ⊗ τ1} where
m = 0, . . . , 9 and µ = 1, . . . , 8. The σµ are eight real symmetric 16×16 off-diagonal Dirac matrices
for D = (8, 0), while χ is the real 16 × 16 diagonal chirality matrix in D = 8 [10]. The chirality
matrix in D = (9, 1) is then I ⊗ τ3 and the D = (9, 1) charge conjugation matrix C, satisfying
C Γm = −Γm,TC, is numerically equal to C = Γ0. If one uses spinors ΨT = (αL, βR) with spinor
indices ααL and βR,β˙ , the index structure of the Dirac matrices and the charge conjugation matrix
is
Γm =
(
0 (σm)αβ˙
(σ˜m)β˙γ 0
)
, C =
(
0 c β˙α
c
β˙
γ 0
)
,
where σm = {I, σµ, χ} and σ˜m = {−I, σµ, χ}. The matrices c β˙α and c
β˙
γ are numerically equal to
I16×16 and −I16×16, respectively. In the text, we use the symmetric matrices γ
mα˙β˙ = cα˙β(σ
m)ββ˙
and γmαβ = c
β˙
α (σ˜
m)β˙β , and we omit the dots. The spinors αL and βR form inequivalent repre-
sentations of SO(9, 1). We cannot raise and lower the spin indices with the charge conjugation
matrix, but ααLc
β˙
α βR,β˙ is Lorentz invariant.
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fields are given by
[Qǫ, x
m] = −
1
2
ǫαγmαβθ
β , [Qǫ, θ
α] = ǫα ,
[Qǫ, pzα] =
1
2
∂zxmγ
m
αβǫ
β −
1
8
γmαβ∂zθ
β
(
ǫγmθ
)
.
(2.5)
The susy commutator vanishes on pα in agreement with the vanishing of the anticommu-
tator of the θ-dependent terms in the r.h.s. of (2.4) with pα. We require the BRST charge
to be susy invariant and therefore it is constructed on the basis (Πmz , ∂zθ
α, dzα). All the
ghosts and antighosts will be susy inert.
The variables (xm, θα) are the coordinates of N = 1 superspace in D = (9, 1) dimen-
sions and (Πmz , ∂zθ
α, dzα) form a basis for susy-invariant super 1-forms. At the classical
level, a general super 1-form can be written as
V(0)z = Π
m
z Am(x, θ) + ∂zθ
αAα(x, θ) + dzαA
α(x, θ) , (2.6)
for the holomorphic sector, or
V
(0)
zz¯ = Π
m
z Π¯
n
z¯ Gmnˆ(x, θ, θˆ) + ∂zθ
αΠ¯nz¯ Gαnˆ(x, θ, θˆ) + ∂zθ
α∂z¯θˆ
αˆGααˆ(x, θ, θˆ)
+ Πmz ∂z¯ θˆ
αˆGmαˆ(x, θ, θˆ) + dzαΠ¯
n
z¯ G
α
nˆ(x, θ, θˆ) + Π
m
z dˆz¯αˆG
αˆ
m (x, θ, θˆ)
+ dzα∂z¯ θˆ
αˆGα αˆ(x, θ, θˆ) + ∂zθ
αdˆz¯αˆG
αˆ
α (x, θ, θˆ) + dzαdˆz¯αˆG
ααˆ(x, θ, θˆ) .
(2.7)
for the closed string sector. These expressions will be useful for the cohomology of the
string. For the open string the functions Am, Aα and A
α are arbitrary superfields of the
holomorphic supercoordinates (xmL (z), θ
α(z)) and for Type II B strings the Gmnˆ, . . . , G
ααˆ
are superfields on the superspace defined by xm(z, z¯), θα(z), θαˆ(z¯). The fields xm and θα
are on-shell, so that we can use conformal field theory techniques. For Type II A strings,
we should use θˆα instead of θˆ
α.
In addition to the usual ten-dimensional superspace variables xm and θα, Berkovits
[1] (see also [4]) introduced a commuting space-time spinor (worldsheet scalar) λα(z) sat-
isfying the pure spinor condition [11]
λαγmαβλ
β = 0 (2.8)
where m runs from 0 to 9. In this approach, the 16 fields λα must be complex to allow
a solution of (2.8). One may solve (2.8) by decomposing the spinor λα with respect
to a noncompact subgroup of SO(9, 1). Introducing 5 creation operators Γa = (Γ1 +
iΓ2)/2, . . . , (Γ9 + Γ0)/2 and 5 annihilation operators Γa = (Γ
1 − iΓ2)/2, . . . , (Γ9 − Γ0)/2,
and defining λα to consist of the terms with an even number of these creation operators one
obtains λα = λ+|0 > +
1
2Γ
abλab|0 > +
1
4!λ
aǫabcdeΓ
bdce|0 > where the vacuum |0 > contains
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a spinorial index. The condition λtCΓaλ = 0 yields then that λ+λ
a ∼ ǫabcdeλbcλde,
whereas λtCΓaλ = 0 yields λ
aλab = 0. The solution of the former equation expresses λ
a
in terms of λ+ and λab, and then the latter equation is also satisfied.
According to [1], physical states are defined as cohomology classes6 of the nilpotent
BRST-like operator
QB =
∮
dzλαdzα (2.9)
where dzα is defined in (2.2). Since dα(z)dβ(w) ∼ −(z−w)−1γmαβΠm(w), (2.8) implies that
{QB, QB} = 0. The operator in (2.9) was used in [5] to show that the constraints of D =
(9, 1), N = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory or supergravity can be understood as integrability
conditions on pure spinor lines.
Using the standard [12] free OPE’s of the worldsheet fields7
pα(z)θ
β(w) ∼
δβα
z − w
, xm(z)xn(w) ∼ −ηmn log(z − w) , (2.10)
one obtains the following BRST transformation rules
[QB, x
m] =
1
2
λαγmαβθ
β , {QB , θ
α} = λα , [QB, λ
α] = 0 . (2.11)
From these transformation rules the nilpotency of QB when (2.8) holds is obvious. For
later use, we also need the variation of Πmz
[QB,Π
m] = [QB, (∂x
m +
1
2
θaγmαβ∂θ
β)] = λαγmαβ∂θ
b . (2.12)
Since the conjugate momenta pα are independent of the variables θ
α, we must also deter-
mine their BRST variations
{QB, pα} = −
1
2
∂xmγ
m
αβλ
β −
3
8
γmαβ∂θ
βλδγmδγθ
γ −
1
8
γmαβθ
β∂λδγmδγθ
γ , (2.13)
Since pα is related to dα (see eq. (2.2)), it is natural to use the latter as the fundamental
variable, since its variation has a simpler form
{QB, dα} = −Πmγ
m
αβλ
β . (2.14)
6 The cohomology of the operator Q should be computed in the infinite dimensional space of
xm, ∂xm, ∂∂¯xm, . . . , θα, ∂θα, ∂∂¯θα, . . . , λα, ∂λα, ∂∂¯λα, . . ., but one can restrict one’s attention to
particular subsets by using the usual filtration techniques (for example, the linear subspace of
zero forms (functions) in (6.4)).
7 As usual, we combine left- and right-moving parts of the fields of the open string into a single
field on the double interval. This eliminates cross-terms such as ln(z − w¯) from the propagators.
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It is also natural to require compatibility of the supersymmetry transformations (2.4) with
the symmetry generated by QB. Defining [Qǫ, λ
α] = 0, we have
[
Qǫ, QB
]
= 0. This
concludes our review of those results of Berkovits’s program which we need.
The BRST variation of xm given in (2.11) is not nilpotent if λ does not satisfy any
constraints. We therefore introduce a new anticommuting worldsheet-scalar spacetime-
vector ξm, whose properties will be determined as we proceed, and define
[Q′B, x
m] = ξm +
1
2
λαγmαβθ
β . (2.15)
We find then Q′B = QB −
∮
ξmΠmdz. Similarly, since (2.14) is not nilpotent, we introduce
a new commuting worldsheet-scalar spacetime-spinor χα, and define
{Q′B, dα} = ∂χα −Πmγ
m
αβλ
β + ξmγ
m
αβ∂θ
β . (2.16)
This adds a term −
∮
χα∂zθ
α dz to Q′B. The last term in (2.16) is induced by the extra
term in (2.15). Since the BRST variation of the sum of the last two terms is a total
derivative we introduced ∂zχα instead of a 1-form χzα. Requiring nilpotency of Q
′
B on xm
and dzα yields then the transformation laws for ξ
m and χα
{Q′B, ξ
m} = −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
β , [Q′B, χα] = ξmγ
m
αβλ
β . (2.17)
The basic principle of our approach is to make the θ variation as simple as possible,
hence we still define {Q′B, θ
α} = λα, and nilpotency on θα leads then to [Q′B, λ
α] = 0.
Nilpotency on ξm is then obvious, but nilpotency on χα holds also as one may check by
a Fierz transformation. The ghost numbers are assigned such that Q′B has ghost number
+1. Then xm, θ
α and dzα (or pzα) have ghost number zero, while ξ
m, λα and χα have
ghost number +1. Finally, the transformation rule for Πm becomes
[Q′B,Πm] = ∂ξm + λ
αγmαβ∂θ
β . (2.18)
These modified BRST transformation rules can be incorporated in a modified BRST
current. Introducing the antighosts βmz , κ
α
z , and βzα for ξm, χα, and λ
α respectively, the
BRST current takes the following form
jB′z ≡ λ
αdzα − ξ
mΠzm − χα∂θ
α − ξmκαz γmαβλ
β −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
ββzm . (2.19)
Using the free OPE’s, the OPE of two BRST currents can be evaluated
jB′z (z)j
B′
w (w) ∼
1
z − w
(
ξm∂wξm + λ
α∂wχα − ∂wλ
αχα
)
. (2.20)
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The double poles cancel due to the statistics of the ghost fields. The nonvanishing of the
OPE for jB′z (z)j
B′
w (w) implies that the BRST charge is not nilpotent. Therefore, it does
not make sense to study the cohomology of this Q. Another related problem is that the
central charge of the stress tensor does not vanish. Both problems will be solved by a new
ingredient.
The nonclosure of Q′B is not very surprising. The BRST charge has the form
Q′B =
∮
dz
(
CM (z)WzM (z)−
1
2
f RMN BzR(z)C
N (z)CM (z)
)
, (2.21)
where WzM (z) are local generators of a (super) Kac-Moody algebra, fMNR are the struc-
ture constants of the underlying (super) Lie algebra, and CM (z) and BMz (z) are the ghosts
and the antighosts, respectively, associated to the generators WzM (z). However, our alge-
bra [9] has a central charge: identifying WzM = {Πmz , dzα, ∂zθ
α}, we have
WzM (z)WwN (w) ∼
f RMN
z − w
WwR(w) +
hMN
(z − w)2
(2.22)
where
hMN =

− ηmn 0 0
0 0 δβα
0 − δαβ 0
 (2.23)
and the non-trivial f RMN are only f
m
αβ = −γ
m
αβ , and fαmβ = −fmαβ = γmαβ. The
structure constants f RMN and the invariant metric hMN satisfy the usual algebraic iden-
tities
f RMN f
Q
RP + cyclic perm
′s = 0 , f RMP hRN ± f
R
NP hMR = 0 . (2.24)
The Jacobi identities follow from the Fierz identities for the Dirac matrices.
To construct a nilpotent BRST charge, we promote the central charge to an operator
and we introduce a new anticommuting b − cz system associated to this operator. The
field b is a 0-form with ghost number −1 and conformal spin 0, and cz is a 1-form with
ghost number 1 and conformal spin 1. They have the OPE
cz(z)b(w) ∼
1
z − w
. (2.25)
Following [13], but with the full field b instead of only the zero mode b0, the correct BRST
8
current jBz (z) is then given by
8
jBz = λ
αdzα − ξ
mΠzm − χα∂θ
α − ξmκαz γmαβλ
β −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
ββzm
+ cz −
1
2
b
(
ξm∂zξm −
3
2
χα∂zλ
α +
1
2
∂zχαλ
α
)
−
1
2
∂ (b χαλ
α) .
(2.26)
The last term is added to make this current nilpotent
jBz (z)j
B
w (w) ∼ 0 . (2.27)
It is easy to check that the contributions to (2.27) from the central charge in (2.22) are
cancelled by the contributions to (2.27) due to (2.25).
Because the new BRST charge Q =
∮
dzjBz is nilpotent its cohomology is well-defined.
We postpone the derivation of the transformation rules of the antighosts until we discuss
the BRST invariance of the quantum action.
3. Action and Boundary Conditions
The dynamics of the model is fixed by postulating free OPE’s for all fields. It is
natural to ask whether the free action is BRST invariant. This represents a consistency
check between the structure of the BRST charge and the free OPE’s used to construct
it. For the closed string we impose as usual periodic boundary conditions. For the open
string we shall in this way derive the boundary conditions on the fields. The proof that
the action is invariant is equivalent to the statement that the two-point Ward identities
are satisfied at the tree graph level.
Consider the tree level action
S =
∫
d2z
(1
2
∂xm∂¯xm + pα∂¯θ
α + pˆα∂θˆ
α
)
. (3.1)
8 Another nilpotent charge depending also on b and cz is given by Q =
∮
dz
[
λαdzα −
ξmΠzm − χα∂θ
α − ξmκαz γmαβλ
β − 1
2
λαγmαβλ
ββzm + cz −
1
2
b (ξm∂zξm − χα∂zλ
α + ∂zχαλ
α) +
1
4
b ∂b ξmλαγmαβλ
β
]
.
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We perform the BRST variation9 of the left-movers
[Q, SL] =
∫
d2z
[(
∂ξm +
1
2
∂λγmθ +
1
2
λγm∂θ
)
∂¯xm
+
(
∂χα −
1
2
∂xm(γmλ)α +
1
2
∂ξm(γmθ)α + ξ
m(γm∂θ)α
−
1
8
(γmθ)α(θγm∂λ)−
3
8
(γm∂θ)α(θγmλ)
)
∂¯θα − pα∂¯λ
α
]
=
∫
d2z
[(
∂xm +
1
2
θγm∂θ
)
∂¯ξm + ∂θ
α∂¯χα
−
(
pα −
1
2
∂xm(γmθ)α −
1
8
(γmθ)α(θγm∂θ)
)
∂¯λα
]
.
(3.2)
To obtain this result we partially integrated the BRST variation of the action to bring the
∂¯ derivatives on ξm, λα and χα, because then the variations can be canceled by suitable
BRST variations of βm, βα and κ
α.
The boundary terms which we produce in this way are
1
2
∂
(
ξm∂¯xm
)
−
1
2
∂¯
(
ξm∂xm
)
+
1
4
∂
(
(λγmθ)∂¯xm
)
−
1
4
∂¯
(
(λγmθ)∂xm
)
+
1
2
∂
(
ξm(θγm∂¯θ)
)
−
1
2
∂¯
(
ξm(θγm∂θ)
)
−
1
8
∂
(
(∂¯θγmθ)(θγmλ)
)
+
1
8
∂¯
(
(∂θγmθ)(θγmλ)
)
.
(3.3)
To these terms we should add the corresponding terms from the antiholomorphic sector.
Next, we replace the total derivatives ∂ and ∂¯ by 12∂σ and find then the following conditions
at σ = 0, π for the BRST symmetry of the open string
ξm∂τxm = ξˆ
m∂τxm ,
χα∂τθ
α = χˆα∂τ θˆ
α ,
λγmθ = λˆγmθˆ ,
(∂τθγ
mθ)(θγmλ) = (∂τ θˆγ
mθˆ)(θˆγmλˆ) .
(3.4)
A solution of all these boundary conditions, assuming that θα = θˆa, is
θα = θˆa , ξm = ξˆm , χα = χˆα , λ
α = λˆα , ǫα = ǫˆα . (3.5)
9 In the rest of the paper we often omit spinor indices; when needed we use parentheses as in
(AγmB) to denote contraction of spinors indices.
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The BRST variation of the classical action in (3.2) can be written in a simpler form
if we use the conjugate momenta Πm and dα,
[Q, SL] =
∫
d2z
(
Πm∂¯ξm + ∂θ
α∂¯χα − dα∂¯λ
α
)
. (3.6)
Since it is proportional to the equations of motions of the ghost fields, it can be compen-
sated by adding a ghost-antighost action
SL,ghost =
∫
d2z
(
βzm∂¯ξ
m + βzα∂¯λ
α + καz ∂¯χα + cz ∂¯b
)
, (3.7)
and defining the variations of the antighost fields βzm, βzα, κ
α
z and b in a suitable way.
These transformation rules contain various terms bilinear in the ghosts and antighosts,
needed to cancel the variations of the ghosts in (3.7). An easy way to obtain the transfor-
mation rules of the antighosts is to use the BRST charge as we now discuss.
From the BRST charge we derive the following transformation rules for the antighost
fields
{Q, b} = 1 ,
{Q, βmz } = −Π
m
z − κzγ
mλ+ b ∂zξ
m +
1
2
(∂zb) ξ
m ,
[Q, καz ] = −∂zθ
α + b ∂zλ
α +
1
4
(∂zb)λ
α ,
[Q, βzα] = dzα − β
m
z (γmλ)α − ξ
m(γmκz)α − b ∂zχα −
3
4
(∂zb)χα .
(3.8)
For the new ghost cz, we find
{Q, cz} = −
1
2
(
ξm∂zξm −
3
2
χα∂zλ
α +
1
2
∂zχαλ
α
)
. (3.9)
Using again integration by parts and Fierz identities, it is easy to show that the action is
BRST invariant [
Q, SL + SR + SL,ghost + SR,ghost
]
= 0 .
In the case of the open string, taking (3.5) into account, the last manipulations lead
to the following boundary terms
∂σ
[
(b− bˆ)
(
ξm∂τξ
m −
3
2
χα∂τλ
α +
1
2
λα∂τχα
)]
(3.10)
whose solution is given by b = bˆ at σ = 0, π.
To derive the equations of motion of the antighost fields βµz , βα and κ
α
z , one has to
integrate the action by parts. This implies new boundary conditions on the antighost fields
[14] which take the form
βmσ = βˆ
m
σ , βσα = βˆσα , κ
α
σ = κˆ
α
σ , cσ = cˆσ , at σ = 0, π . (3.11)
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Notice that since all ghost fields are supersymmetrically invariant, the new terms in
the action do not spoil the invariance of the theory under supersymmetry transformations.
However, for the open string we must make sure that the sum of the boundary terms, which
are produced by susy variations, cancels [14]. For susy we find the following boundary terms
δǫL =
1
2
∂
[
−
1
2
(ǫγmθ)∂¯xm
]
+
1
2
∂¯
[
1
2
(ǫγmθ)∂xm
]
+
1
2
∂
[
−
1
2
(ǫˆγmθˆ)∂¯xm
]
+
1
2
∂¯
[
1
2
(ǫˆγmθˆ)∂xm
]
,
(3.12)
and further terms with three θ’s. Replacing the total derivative ∂ and ∂¯ by 1
2
∂σ one finds
the combination
∂σ
[
(ǫγmθ)∂τxm − (ǫˆγ
mθˆ)∂τxm
]
. (3.13)
Since ∂τxm does not satisfy any conditions, we find as condition for susy of the open string
(ǫγmθ) = (ǫˆγmθˆ) at σ = 0, π . (3.14)
Similarly, the terms with three θ’s yield
(∂θγm∂¯θ)(ǫγmθ) = (∂θˆγ
m∂¯θˆ)(ǫˆγmθˆ) . (3.15)
The solution of these conditions is ǫ = ǫˆ.
4. The Energy-Momentum Tensor, the field Bzz and the Ghost Current
The antighost bzz for world-sheet diffeomorphisms of the bosonic string and the RNS
version of the superstring plays an important role in the construction of higher-loop am-
plitudes and in the parametrization of moduli of Riemann surfaces. We believe, therefore,
that also for the superstring a composite field Bzz, constructed from the fundamental fields
of the world-sheet theory and playing the same role as the fundamental b-field, must exist.
In addition, in order to maintain an explicit covariant formulation, this composite field
Bzz should be invariant under super-Poincare´ transformations of the target space.
Since the theory is a free conformal field theory, it is easy to write down the proper
energy-momentum tensor. It follows from the action and is given by the formula
Tzz = −
1
2
Πmz Πmz − dzα∂zθ
α − βzm∂zξ
m − βzα∂zλ
α − καz ∂zχα + ∂zb cz . (4.1)
This current Tzz is BRST invariant, as can be directly verified by using the BRST trans-
formation rules of the fields (there are no double contractions between Q and two fields in
(4.1)). The fact that Tzz is BRST invariant is encouraging because the composite field Bzz
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should satisfy the relation Tzz = {Q,Bzz}. The first two terms in Tzz can be rewritten
as −12∂zx
m∂zx
m − pzα∂zθα, as follows from the definition of Πm and dzα. In the case of
open strings, Tzz should share boundary conditions with the antiholomorphic partner T¯z¯z¯.
Due to the boundary conditions (3.5), (3.10) and (3.11), T and T¯ can be combined into a
single expression which is defined in the whole complex z-plane.
One can compute the central charge in the OPE of Tzz with itself, using the free
OPE’s
Tzz(z)Tww(w) ∼
20
(z − w)4
+
2
(z − w)2
Tww(w) +
1
(z − w)
∂wTww(w) + . . . (4.2)
The value of the central charge is obtained by summing all the contributions: (+10×1)x+
(−16×2)p,θ +(−10×2)ξ,β+(+16×2)λ,β +(+16×2)χ,κ+(−1×2)b,c = 20. Here (n×m)A,B
denotes the contribution from an A,B system, with n the number of components of the
fields, and m the central charge for a single field. Relative signs are given by the statistics
of the fields.
The resulting central charge does not vanish and, therefore, the conformal symmetry
is lost. However, we can compensate the non-vanishing central charge by an additional an-
ticommuting spacetime-vector spin 0 -spin 1 system ωmz , η
m. The final energy momentum
tensor is then given by
Tzz → Tzz + ∂zηm ω
m
z . (4.3)
Due to the contribution from the ωmz , η
m system the central charge now vanishes. In order
not to spoil the rest of the construction, we assume that these new fields are inert under
the BRST symmetry and supersymmetry. In the following, we will argue that these new
fields are needed for maintaining complete covariance, and in the next section we show
how they appear when one relaxes the pure spinor constraint.
Another important operator in the construction of the superstring amplitudes is the
ghost current. In the present formalism, we have the following expression
Jghz = − (βmzξ
m + καz χα + βzαλ
α + b cz + η
mωzm) , (4.4)
which satisfies
jBz (z)J
gh
z (w) ∼
−jBz (w)
(z − w)
(4.5)
Using the free OPE’s one can compute the anomaly in the ghost current Jz and obtains
Jghz (z)J
gh
w (w) ∼
c/3
(z − w)2
=
−11
(z − w)2
(4.6)
The anomaly is obtained summing all the contributions: (+10)ξ,β+(−16)λ,β +(−16)χ,κ+
(+1)b,c + (+10)ηω = −11.
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Following the idea that the theory should be described by a topological field theory in
two dimensions, see the appendix, we only need the BRST charge, the energy-momentum
tensor, a U(1) charge and, finally, an antighost field Bzz to construct amplitudes (for a
pedagogical explanation see [15]). The last one is a spin-2 worldsheet-tensor (spacetime-
scalar) with ghost number −1. It should satisfy the condition that it has no singular OPE
with itself [16] and Tzz = {Q,Bzz} . In addition, to obtain a complete twisted N = 2
superconformal algebra, the OPE with the BRST current should be given by
jBz (z)Bww(w) ∼
2 c/3
(z − w)3
+
2 Jgh(w)
(z − w)2
+
2T (w)
z − w
(4.7)
where T is given in (4.1) and in (4.2), the ghost current Jgh(w) is given in (4.4), and
2 c/3 = −22.
Notice that in our framework Bzz is a composite field, in contrast to the RNS formu-
lation. The requirement that Bzz has no singular terms with itself, and the requirement
that Tzz = {Q,Bzz}, put severe restrictions on the possible solutions for Bzz.
Since the b field is a Grassmann variable, we can decompose the composite operator
Bzz into
Bzz = B
(−1)
zz + bB
(0)
zz + ∂zbB
(0)
z + ∂
2
zbB
(0) + b ∂zbB
(1)
z , (4.8)
where the upper index denotes the ghost charge of Bzz. The condition Tzz = {Q,Bzz}
leads to a solution
B(−1)zz = (β
m
z Πmz − βzα∂zθ
α − καz dαz) ,
B(0)zz =
1
2
Πmz Πmz + dzα∂zθ
α − ∂zηm ω
m
z ,
B(0)z =
1
2
(
−βmz ξm −
1
2
βzαλ
α −
3
2
καz χα
)
,
B(0) = 0 ,
B(1)z = cz ,
(4.9)
This proposal for Bzz is, however, not nilpotent.
The requirement that Bzz satisfies Tzz = {Q,Bzz} is not enough to fix Bzz completely.
In fact, one can always add a trivial part Bzz → Bzz +
[
Q,Xzz
]
where Xzz is a local
polynomial with ghost number −2. Using this freedom, we construct other expressions
that enjoy different algebraic properties. Finally, we show that one particular realization
of Bzz corresponds to the usual BRST charge for the bosonic string (there are no world-
sheet fermions in our theory).
For instance, another expression for Bzz is given by
Bzz = B
(−1)
zz + bB
(0)
zz + b ∂zbB
(1)
z , (4.10)
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where now
B(−1)zz =
1
2
(βmz Πmz − βzα∂zθ
α − καz dαz) ,
B(0)zz = −
1
2
(
βmz ∂zξm + βα∂zλ
a + κα∂zχa − 2 ∂zηm ω
m
z
)
,
B(1)z = −
1
4
(
Πmz ξm −
1
2
dzαλ
α +
3
2
∂zθ
α
z χα
)
+ cz .
(4.11)
This expression again satisfies Tzz = {Q,Bzz}. It is easy to check that the OPE with the
BRST current jBz (z) produces double poles which are field dependent. The bilinear part
of these field-dependent double poles coincides with the ghost current (4.4). However, the
other singularities in this OPE shows that the Bzz in (4.10) and in (4.11) has neither the
OPE in (4.7) with jBz (z) nor is nilpotent.
A third proposal for Bzz has much better properties than the previous two proposals.
It differs again from the previous ones by trivial BRST terms and is given by
Bzz(z) = bTzz(z) + ∂zb
(
Jghz (z) + b j
B
z (z)
)
+ α∂2zb , (4.12)
It satisfies the OPE in (4.7) with c = 0. Moreover it is a primary field for α = 35/2
However, it is still not nilpotent since it has a singular OPE with itself. Now observe that
the terms proportional to ∂zb can be written as the BRST variation of b Jz(z) using (4.5).
Furthermore, ∂zb is BRST invariant. Therefore, we can eliminate these terms from Bzz(z)
to arrive to a remarkably simple expression. Consider the following proposal for Bzz
Bzz(z) = bTzz(z) + α∂
2
z b . (4.13)
This new composite operator satisfies Tzz(z) = {Q,Bzz(z)}, since {Q, b} = 1. Computing
the OPE’s of Bzz with the ghost charge and with the energy-momentum tensor, one can
check that it is a ghost number −1, anticommuting primary field with spin 2 if α = −12 .
By extracting the term proportional to ∂zbcz in Tzz, we end up with the expression
Bzz(z) = b Tˆzz(z) + b∂zbcz −
1
2
∂2zb , (4.14)
where Tˆzz(z) is given by (4.1) without the last term. The new field Bzz(z) satisfies
Bzz(z)Bww(w) ∼
2
z − w
(∂2wb ∂wb)(w) (4.15)
where the r.h.s. can be interpreted as an anomaly (just like the nonclosure term
∂cz∂2cz/(z − w) in the product of two BRST currents in RNS approach is an anoma-
ly). The operator
∮
Bzz(z)dz has the same structure (with c→ b) as the BRST charge of
a bosonic string whose matter part is represented not only by the complete set of super-
string matter fields xm, dzα and θ
α , but also by the ghost fields ξm, λa and χα, ω
m
z . To
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complete the correspondence with the usual bosonic BRST charge, one has to view the
fields b, cz as the diffeomorphism ghosts c
z, bzz of the usual formulation. This follows from
twisting, as we now explain.
The b, cz system which we introduced to take care of the central charge in the Kac-
Moody algebra is related to the diffeomorphism ghosts bzz, c
z of the RNS by twisting
twice: once by Tbc = ∂zbcz → T ′ = T −
1
2∂zjz where jz = −bcz which gives cz → ψ 32 and
b → ψ− 12 , and once more by T
′′ → T ′ − 1
2
∂zj
′
z with j
′ = −ψ− 12ψ 32 which gives ψ− 12 → c
z
and ψ 3
2
→ bzz. Applying the twisting b→ cz and cz → bzz to the field Bzz in (4.14), one
obtains the usual BRST charge of the bosonic string, except that the central charge of Tˆzz
is +2 instead of +26 and the coefficient of ∂2cz is −1/2 instead of −3/2.
Conversely, our BRST charge is unitarily equivalent to
∮
dz cz which is mapped, by
twisting, into
∮
dz bzz. Hence, our
∮
Bzzdz and Q are mapped under twisting into QRNS
and
∮
dz bzz, respectively. On the other hand, in our approach, the charge
∮
Bzzdz should
contribute to the measure for higher-loop calculations [17] in a similar way as
∮
dz bzz is
used in the RNS approach.
As is well known, in the RNS formulation (or in the bosonic string), the vertex oper-
ators for the open string are defined as the cohomological classes of the BRST operator.
They can be separated into unintegrated U (1) (with ghost number +1) and integrated ones∮
V
(0)
z dz (with ghost number 0) which satisfy the equations[
Q,U (1)
]
= 0 ,
[
Q,V(0)z
]
= ∂z U
(1) . (4.16)
Defining a new operator δz such that ∂z = [Q, δz], one has: [Q,V
(0)
z ] =
[
[Q, δz],U (1)
]
=[
Q, [δz,U (1)]
]
, where the first equation has been used. This leads to[
Q,V(0)z − [δz,U
(1)]
]
= 0 , (4.17)
whose solution is V(0)z = [δz,U (1)] + [Q,N
(−1)
z ]. Indeed, there is no nontrivial cohomology
in this sector because Q can be mapped into
∮
dz cz by a similarity transformation, see
the section on comments, and the solution of
∮
dz cz|ψ >= 0 is |ψ >=
∮
cz|φ >. This
means that given an unintegrated vertex U (1), one is able to construct the integrated one,
namely V(0)z , by acting with δz, up to a BRST trivial part, denoted here by N
(−1)
z . By
simple manipulations, it is easy to verify that δz =
∮
dz Bzz. Hence
V(0)z =
∮
dzBzz U
(1) + {Q,N (−1)z } , (4.18)
and we can directly check that [Q,
∮
dzV
(0)
z ] = 0 10. This confirms that the field Bzz
constructed out the fundamental fields of the superstring plays the same role as the RNS
b-fields, and therefore it can be used to fix the moduli of the Riemann surfaces.
10 Recall that in the RNS approach [Q, (z b−1 − b0)Vz(z)] = [Q,
∮
dw ((z − w) b(w))Vz(z)] and
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5. Relation with the RNS superstring
In the previous section we suggested an indentification of the ghost b, cz with the
ghosts cz, bzz of the RNS approach. In the present section, we will provide further relations
between the RNS superstring and the present formulation. Some aspects of this problem
have been already discussed in [17] and [18]. In the following, we decompose SO(9, 1)
spinors and vectors with respect to the U(5)-like subgroup as follows
θα =
(
θ+, θ
a, θ[ab]
)
, pα =
(
p+, pa, p
[ab]
)
, xm =
(
xa, xa
)
, (5.1)
where θ+ and p
+ are opposite-chirality U(5) singlets, θa and xa are vectors in the 5, and
pa and xa are vectors in the 5
∗. The components θ[ab] and p
[ab] are tensors in the 10 and
10∗, respectively.
Step 0: We start from the RNS fields (xm, ψm, b, c, β, γ), where (b, c) are the con-
ventional diffeomorphism ghosts and (β, γ) are their superpartners. In total, we have 12
bosonic variables and 12 fermionic ones. As shown in [18], these fields can be mapped into a
subset of the Green-Schwarz variables: (xm, θ+, p
+, θa, pa, β
+, λ+). The opposite chirality
fields p+, pa, describe the six momenta conjugate to θ+, θ
α. The two chiral bosons β+, λ+
take into account the contribution of the (β, γ) system, while p+, θ+ take into account
(bzz, c
z). The worldsheet RNS fermions ψm are decomposed into ψa, ψ
a and are mapped
into the spacetime fermions pa, θ
a. We should point out that this step requires intermedi-
ate bosonization and fermionization of (b, c) and of (β, γ) (see also [15] for the D=6 case
and [19] [20] for Calabi-Yau and K3 compactifications), with b+ = et and λ+ = e
s.
Step 1: In order to form a complete Green-Schwarz fermion θα, we have to add
the tensor components θ[ab] and their conjugated momenta p
[ab]. This can be done in a
“topological” way, by adding a BRST quartet consisting of the tensors θ[ab] and p
[ab], and
containing a further set of tensor fields (v[ab], u[ab]) with opposite statistic. By topological
we mean that the BRST charge associated to them is given by
Q =
∮
dz u[ab]p
[ab] , (5.2)
which implies that, postulating free OPE’s for all the systems, {Q, θ[ab]} = u[ab] and
[Q, v[ab]] = p[ab]. Then nilpotency requires [Q, u[ab]] = 0 and {Q, p
[ab]} = 0.
Together with the chiral boson s, the spinor λα = (es, ua, u[ab]) forms a pure spinor
(see (2.8)) if ua = −18e
−sǫabcdeu[bc]u[de] [17]. The conjugate momenta βα = (e
t, 0, v[ab]) are
identified with the eleven independent components of the pure spinor λα. Counting the
act with Q on b(w) and Vz(z). Double contractions from Q to b(w) and Vz(z) vanish. One
obtains −Vz(z) + b−1U + ∂ (b0U − zb−1U). This yields Vz(z) = b−1U − [Q, (z b−1 − b0)Vz(z)] −
∂ [(z b−1 − b0)U(z)] which agrees with our (4.18).
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degrees of freedom, the number of bosons minus fermions cancels again as in RNS super-
string. The present setting coincides with the pure spinor formulation [1], the BRST charge
is nilpotent and the Lorentz algebra can be computed in terms of covariant combinations
of pure spinors.
Step 2: In order to arrive at a completely covariant formulation, we let all the com-
ponents of the spinor λα become independent. Namely we want to remove the pure spinor
constraint by introducing a new independent field ua and its conjugate momentum βa in
order to reconstruct a complete spinor. Again, we introduce a BRST trivial quartet con-
sisting of the spinor parts ua and va, and half of a spacetime vector ξ
a and its conjugate
momentum βa. Notice that the statistics of the new fields should be opposite to those of
βα and λ
α, and, therefore, ξa and βa are anticommuting vectors.
We can also understand the necessity of the new degrees of freedom by observing that,
relaxing the pure spinor constraint λγaλ = 0 is equivalent to set
{Q, ξm} = −
1
2
λγmλ . (5.3)
(Recall that λγaλ = 0 is automatically satisfied if λγ
aλ = 0 is satisfied). The 5 part of
this vectorial equation can be solved in terms of ua:
ua = e−s
(
{Q, ξa} −
1
8
ǫabcdeu[bc]u[de]
)
. (5.4)
Then, finally substituting ua into the 5∗ part of equation (5.3), one gets {Q, ξa} =
e−s{Q, ξb}u[ba] which implies that the vector ξ
m is a constrained vector. The new fields
ua, va and ξ
a, βa form again a BRST quartet.
Step 3: To remove the vectorial constraint, we can further enlarge the field space
by introducing another quartet formed by the missing components of the vector (ξa, β
a)
(removing the constraint) and introducing a new vector χa with its conjugate momentum
κa. The latter can be viewed as the 5-part of χα and of its conjugate momentum κ
α. As
above, the introduction of these new fields does not affect the physics of the theory.
Step 4: All the constrains are now removed, however the spinor χα and its conjugate
momentum are treated non-covariantly. A completely covariant approach requires 11 more
anticommuting fields. One of these new fields, namely the scalar b − cz system, already
entered the formalism by requiring the nilpotency of the BRST charge following [13]. The
further 10 fields ωmz and ηm are necessary for the vanishing of the central charge. Together
with the 1- and 10-part of χα, they saturate the number of degrees of freedom to make the
formalism covariant, preserving unitarity, the conformal invariance and the cohomology of
the BRST operator.
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6. Massless states for open strings
The cohomology of the operator QB in [3] – denoted by H
n(QB), where n is the
ghost number – is a constrained cohomology with the condition (2.8) for pure spinors λα.
Berkovits argued that H1(QB) must be linear in the field λ
α, because of the nonlinearity
of the action of the Lorentz generators in the fields λab. It yields the spectrum of the
superstring for SYM [21] (or SUGRA for closed strings), but for massive modes, an explicit
parametrization of λα seems to be needed.
In our approach based on the Kac-Moody algebra (2.22), we must find the appropriate
constraints on the kinematics and the dynamics of physical states. We need therefore both
a kinematical constraint which relates the curvatures to the connections (supermultiplets
of N = 1 superspace D = (9, 1) in the case of open strings [21]) and a dynamical constraint
which imposes the correct equations of motion on the connections (for example the super
Yang-Mills equations of motion in D = (9, 1) [21]).
In the conventional RNS formalism [8] [22], the dynamical properties of the physical
states are encoded in the BRST symmetry which implements, at the quantum level, the
super-Virasoro algebra of the spinning string, while the supersymmetry multiplets are
selected by means of the GSO projection on the BRST cohomology. The BRST cohomology
describes the possible deformations of the super-Virasoro algebra in terms of unintegrated
vertex operators U (1) with ghost number +1 or, equivalently, in terms of integrated vertex
operators
∮
dzV
(0)
z . They are related by the equation[
Q,V(0)z
]
= ∂z U
(1) , (6.1)
where V
(0)
z has zero ghost number. This equation implies that
∮
dzV
(0)
z is BRST invariant.
In our case the BRST algebra encodes the Kac-Moody algebra and the corresponding
BRST cohomology should contain all the possible deformations of the underlying algebra.
In the following, we will show that indeed the ghost number one BRST cohomology of
Q, represented here by the unintegrated vertex U (1) with ghost number +1, describes all
the admissible deformations. The constraints on the deformations are obtained as Bianchi
identities on the curvatures of the gauge superpotentials Aα(x, θ), Am(x, θ) and of the field
strenght Aα. This analysis does not lead to the field equations which are implemented
by requiring that the possible deformations preserve the energy-momentum tensor T in
equation (4.1).
First, we discuss the BRST cohomology and then we discuss the deformations which
preserve the energy-momentum tensor.
Consider the unintegrated vertex U (1) and the computation of the cohomology for the
operator Q. The physical space of vertex operators is contained in the cohomology of Q
at ghost number 1, which means that U (1) satisfies[
Q,U (1)
]
= 0 , U (1) 6= [Q,Ω] , (6.2)
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where Ω is a ghost number zero superfield. Notice that U (1) could depend on the
auxiliary fields ηm and ωzm. Nevertheless, since η
m and ωzm, as well as the current
Qη ≡
∮
dz ηmωzm, are trivial under the BRST transformations, we expect that the phys-
ical observables are independent of them. The requirement that the physical vertex U (1)
does not contain ηm can be written as
∮
ηmωzm U
(1) = 0 . (6.3)
Since U (1) is a scalar, it can not depend on ωmz .
To solve (6.2), we decompose U (1) as
U (1) = λαAα + ξ
mAm + χαA
α
+ b
(
λαλβFαβ + λ
αξmFαm + ξ
mξnFmn + λ
αχβF
β
α + χα ξ
mFαm + χαχβF
αβ
)
,
(6.4)
where Aα, . . . , F
αβ are arbitrary superfields of xm, θ
α. Terms with derivative ∂zx
m, ∂zθ
α
and dzα cannot be present since U (1) is a worldsheet scalar. Perhaps one may construct a
composite field Cz (after suitable bosonization and fermionization to allow contravariant
vectors) but the cohomology derived from (6.4) should not change. Note that, because
b has ghost number −1 and b(z)b(w) ∼ 0, we can only include terms which are at most
bilinear in ξm, χα and λ
α. Acting on U (1) with the BRST charge Q (given in (2.26)), and
collecting the independent contributions, we find the following equations
λλ : D(αAβ) −
1
2
γmαβAm + Fαβ = 0 ,
λξ : ∂mAα −DαAm + γmαβA
β + Fαm = 0 ,
ξξ : ∂[mAn] + Fmn = 0 ,
λχ : DβA
α + F αβ = 0 ,
ξχ : ∂mA
α + Fαm = 0 ,
χχ : Fαβ = 0 ,
(6.5)
where Dα ≡ ∂/∂θ
α + 12θ
βγmαβ∂/∂xm. The normalization is chosen such that DαDβ +
DβDα = γ
m
αβ∂m. We defineD(αAβ) =
1
2 (DαAβ +DβAα) and ∂[mAn] =
1
2 (∂mAn − ∂nAm).
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From the terms containing b, we get
λλλ : D(αFβγ) −
1
2
γm(αβFγ)m = 0 ,
λλξ : ∂mFαβ −D(αFβ)m − γ
m
αβFmn + γmγ(αF
γ
β) = 0 ,
λξξ : ∂[mFα|n] +DαFmn − γ[m|αβF
β
n] = 0 ,
λλχ : D(αF
γ
β) −
1
2
γmαβF
γ
m = 0 ,
λξχ : ∂mF
β
α −DαF
β
m + 2γmαγF
βγ = 0 ,
ξξχ : − ∂[mF
α
n] = 0 ,
λχχ : DαF
βδ = 0 ,
ξχχ : ∂mF
αβ = 0 ,
(6.6)
These equations are written in terms of superfields, and therefore, supersymmetry is man-
ifest. Equations (6.6) correspond to Bianchi identities for the curvature defined in (6.5),
so they are automatically satisfied when the curvatures are expressed in terms of the po-
tentials as in (6.5). Notice that in D = (9, 1)-superspace, imposing Fαβ = Fmα = 0 one
gets the equations [23]
γαβ[mnpqr]DαAβ = 0 ,
Am =
1
8
γαβm DαAβ ,
Aα =
1
10
γmαβ (DβAm − ∂mAβ) .
(6.7)
These equations imply this other system of equations
DαAm − ∂mAα + γmαβA
β = 0 ,
DαA
β =
1
4
γmn βα Fmn ,
DαFmn = (γmαβ∂n − γnαβ∂m)A
β .
(6.8)
The latter, together with the Bianchi identities (6.6), imply the equations of motion for
linearized super Yang-Mills [23]
γmαβ∂mA
β = 0 , ∂mFmn = 0 . (6.9)
In ref [24] it is shown (in the Wess-Zumino gauge) that (6.9) implies (6.8) and (6.8) implies
(6.7). Hence, all three set of equations of motion are equivalent.
The potentials Aα, Am of the gauge connection and their corresponding curvatures
Fαβ , . . . , F
α
m parametrize all the possible deformation of the Kac-Moody algebra. Indeed,
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we can observe that, if we define the new BRST QU = Q+U
(1), the nilpotency of the new
BRST charge implies (up to terms quadratic in the vertex U (1)) equation (6.2), namely[
Q,U (1)
]
= 0. The new BRST charge is given by
QU =
∮
dz
[
λα (dzα +Aα)− ξ
m (Πzm − Am)− χα (∂θ
α − Aα)
−ξmκαz γmαβλ
β −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
ββzm
+ cz −
1
2
b
(
ξm∂zξm −
3
2
χα∂zλ
α +
1
2
∂zχαλ
α
)
−
1
2
∂ (b χαλ
α)
+b
(
λαλβFαβ + λ
αξmFαm + ξ
mξnFmn + λ
αχβF
β
α + χα ξ
mFαm + χαχβF
αβ
)]
.
(6.10)
where the Kac-Moody generators Πmz , ∂zθ
α, dzα are shifted by the gauge potentials Am, Aα
and Aα. In the same way, the energy momentum tensor Tzz(z) in equations (4.1) is
modified into a new tensor TAzz(z)
TAzz(z) = −
1
2
(Πmz − Am) (Πmz −Am)− (dzα +Aα) (∂zθ
α − Aα)
− βzm∂zξ
m − βzα∂zλ
α − καz ∂zχα + ∂zb cz + ∂zη
mωzm .
(6.11)
Finally, by requiring that this TAzz(z) satisfies the usual OPE, namely
TAzz(z)T
A
ww(w) ∼
2TAww(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂wT
A
ww(w)
(z − w)
+O(A2) , (6.12)
we find the constraints on the gauge potentials and on the field strenghts. The double
poles yield
∂2Aα + 2γ
m
αβ∂mA
β +DαDβA
β −Dα∂mA
m = 0 ,
∂2Aα = 0 ,
∂2Am − ∂m∂nA
n + ∂mDαA
α = 0 ,
(6.13)
and the simple poles give further equations
Dα
(
∂2Am − ∂m∂nA
n
)
+ γmαβ∂mA
b +
1
2
∂m∂
2Aα + ∂mDαDβA
β = 0 ,
∂2Aα +DαDβA
β −Dα∂nA
n = 0 .
(6.14)
From these equations, we immediately get the equations of motion and the gauge-fixing
∂2Aα = 0 , γ
m
αβ∂mA
β = 0 , ∂2Aα = 0 ,
∂2Am = 0 , ∂nA
n = DαA
α + f .
(6.15)
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Here f is a constant. These correspond to SYM equations of motion. To see this, it is
convenient to expand the superfields Am and A
α to first power of θa in terms of gauge
field am(x) and of gaugino u
α(x) (in the Wess-Zumino gauge θαAα = 0 [25])
Am(x, θ) = am(x) + θ
aγmαβu
β(x) + . . . ,
Aα(x, θ) = uα(x) + γmn,αβ θ
β∂man(x) + . . . ,
(6.16)
where the coefficients in front of the θ-terms are fixed by supersymmetry. The equation
∂2Am = 0 implies that ∂
2am(x) = 0, while γ
m
αβ∂mA
β = 0 implies that γmαβ∂mu
β(x) = 0 at
zero order in θ. The latter coincides with the gaugino equation of motion. However, we
still have a condition at the same order by means of ∂nA
n = DαA
α (where the constant f
is set to zero for convenience). By inserting the expansions (6.16), we deduce ∂ma
m = 0,
hence the gauge field am satisfies the usual Maxwell equation of motion in the Landau
gauge. As shown in [24] these equations of motion, with the Bianchi identites (6.6) imply
the constraints Fαβ = Fαm = 0.
Notice that Fαβ = Fαm = 0 parametrize a particular set of all the possible deforma-
tions of the Kac-Moody algebra. Namely, those deformations which do not modify the
non-abelian Lie algebra of zero modes
∮
dzΠmz and
∮
dz dzα. Essentially, this means that
among all possible deformations of the Kac-Moody algebra, the physical observables are
those which do not modify the non-abelian part of the algebra. Clearly, the abelian part
of the algebra due to ΠΠ ∼ z−2 , ∂θ ∂θ ∼ 0 ,Π ∂θ ∼ 0 and d ∂θ ∼ z−2 is deformed by the
curvatures Fmn, F
α
m and F
β
α . Finally, we have to point out that the introduction of the
b−cz system to promote the central charge of the Kac-Moody algebra (2.22) to a generator
renders the BRST cohomology trivial (as pointed out in [13]), however this parametrizes
correctly all the possible deformations of the algebra. It is only the requirement on the
deformed energy-momentum tensor which implies the correct equations of motion.
Using the method discussed in [24] to eliminate the auxiliary fields from the superfield
Aα, one arrives at the expressions [25]
Aα = (γ
mθ)α
[
am −
2
3
(θγmu)−
1
8
(θγmγ
nrθ)fnr + · · ·
]
,
Am = am − (θγmu)−
1
4
(θγmγ
nrθ)(fnr +
2
3
γ[n∂r]u) + · · · ,
Aα = uα +
1
2
(γmnθ)α(fmn − θγ[m∂n]u) + · · · .
(6.17)
The superfields in (6.17) are written exclusively in terms of the physical gauge field am, its
field strength fmn, and the gaugino u
α; all auxiliary fields have been eliminated. Moreover,
the gauge-fixing condition θαAα = 0 is automatically satisfied.
As indicated in (6.1) one can determine the integrated vertex V
(0)
z from the uninte-
grated vertex U (1) by solving the equation [Q,V
(0)
z ] = ∂zU (1). We have found the complete
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V
(0)
z . The first few terms are the following:
V(0)z = Π
m
z Am + ∂zθ
αAα + dzαA
α
+ 2βmz ξ
nFmn + βzαλ
βDβA
α + καz χβDαA
β
+ (βmz χα − βzαξ
m) ∂mA
α + . . . .
(6.18)
The first three terms were first proposed by Siegel [9], while the next three terms are the
covariantization of the vertex obtain by Berkovits [1]. The last term in (6.18) is new, and
there are also further terms proportional to b and b ∂b which will be published elsewhere.
7. Comments
We end with some comments.
1. Our approach is based on a BRST charge for a Kac-Moody algebra, and it is not, in
first instance, of the usual form
∮
dzczTzz+ . . .. The generators of the Kac-Moody algebra
yield spacetime symmetries instead of worldsheet symmetries. However, by introducing a
ghost field cz and replacing the ghost fields ξm, λα and χα by c
zΠmz , c
z∂zθ
α and czdzα one
recovers the familiar form Q =
∮
czTzz + . . ..
2. The field cz plays the role of the diffeomorphism ghost, but in our formalism
it should be a composite field. It is under construction. With this cz one should be
able to construct unintegrated vertex operators and prove the equivalence with the RNS
formulation.
3. In [26] an action was constructed for the superstring using Maurer-Cartan equa-
tions for the Lie algebra containing Π, ∂θ, dα and a central charge. The complete action
includes a WZNW term. By replacing the exterior derivative d by Q+d, one can construct
simultaneously the action of [26] and our BRST charge and we can prove the equivalence
with the conventional Green-Schwarz formalism. It turns out that the anomaly term in the
BRST charge (the term proportional to b) corresponds to the WZNW term in the action.
Our action, which did not (yet) include a WZNW term, is separately invariant under our
Q as we have shown. This is possible when the WZNW term is also separately invariant
under our BRST charge.
4. We have found a field Bzz(z) which yields the integrated vertex with V
(0)
z from the
unintegrated vertex U (1). In this construction we found other candidates for Bzz(z) which
are related by Q-exact terms. Specifically, BI in (4.8), BII in (4.10), BIII in (4.12), and
BIV in (4.14) are related as follows
BI −BJ = Q
[
b
(
BI −BJ
)]
. (7.1)
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5. It might seem that our BRST current is trivial because it can be produced by a
similarity transformation of cz:
e−
∮
1
2 bj˜
B
z cze
∮
1
2 bj˜
B
z = cz + j˜
B
z −
∮
bj˜Bz j˜
B
z . (7.2)
The last term is the anomaly in the BRST charge and the right-hand side is indeed
our BRST current jBz . However, we also must make this similarity transformation on∮
Bzzdz and this does not yield a trivial result. These issues are intimately related to
the notion of big picture (that is the Hilbert space of the RNS string which contains the
zero mode of ξ, where ξ is defined by the bosonization of RNS superghosts β, γ in the
usual way). In the RNS case, we can split the BRST charge Q into Q0 + Q1 where
Q1 =
∮
1
2b γ
2 =
∮
b η ∂ ηe−2φ. A similarity transformation of Q1 with e
−xQ0 , where
x = c ξ ∂ ξe−2φ, produces Q. Note that since ξ0 is present, the charge Q is equivalent
to the trivial charge Q1 in the big picture. Also here, one should transform
∮
bzzdz. Of
course, the BRST charge in the RNS formalism is not trivial.
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9. Appendix: Antifields
We will elsewhere present the BV formulation of our results. We mention here the
first step.
We add all the possible antifields x∗m, θ
∗,α, λ∗,α, d∗α, ξ
∗
m and χ
∗
α (with ghost numbers
−1,−1,−2,−1,−2,−2; notice that d∗α is an antiholomorphic vector d
∗
z¯,α ) and we can
construct the antifield-dependent part of the action from the variation of xm, θα, λα, dα, ξ
m
and χα
Ss =
∫
d2z
[
x∗m(ξ
m +
1
2
λαγmαβθ
β) + (−Πmλ
αγmαβ − ∂θ
αγmαβξm + ∂χβ) d
∗β (9.1)
+λαθ∗α −
1
2
λαγmαβλ
βξ∗m + ξmλ
αγmαβχ
∗β
]
.
The BRST symmetry is compatible with the supersymmetry if all the fields ξm, λα
and χα are susy invariant. Furthermore, the action Ss is supersymmetric if we define
[Qǫ, θ
∗
α] = +
1
2
x∗mγ
m
αβǫ
β , [Qǫ, x
∗
m] = 0 , (9.2)
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all the other susy transformation rules for the antifields being zero. Moreover, the combi-
nation of antifields θ∗α +
1
2x
∗
mγ
m
αβθ
β is supersymmetric.
On the other hand, by differentiating the action Ss in(9.1) with respect to fields, we
derive the BRST variations of the antifields
{Q′B, x
∗
m} = ∂
(
λαγmαβd
∗β
)
,
[Q′B, ξ
∗
m] = −x
∗
m + ∂θ
αγmαβd
∗β + λαγmαβχ
∗β ,
[Q′B, θ
∗
α] = −
1
2
x∗mγ
m
αβλ
β − ∂
(
ξmγ
m
αβd
∗β
)
− γmαβ∂θ
βλδγmδγd
∗γ −
1
2
θβ∂
(
λδγmδγd
∗γ
)
,
{Q′B, λ
∗
α} = θ
∗
α +
1
2
x∗mγ
m
αβθ
β −Πmγ
m
αβd
∗β − ξ∗mγ
m
αβλ
β + ξmγ
m
αβχ
∗β ,
{Q′B, χ
∗α} = −∂d∗α ,
[Q′B, d
∗α] = 0 .
(9.3)
There are duality relations among fields and antifields, for example the linear shift of
xm by means of the vector ξm corresponds to the linear shift of ξ∗m by means of x
∗
m. In
the same way, the variation of dα contains the holomorphic derivative of χα, which is dual
to the variation of χ∗α into −∂zd∗,α. This duality between fields and antifields is typical
for topological field theories quantized with the BV formalism. To reveal such topological
aspects, it is convenient to introduce new variables
ξ˜m = ξm +
1
2
θαγmαβλ
β ,
d˜zα = dzα + ∂zx
mγmαβθ
β +
1
6
γmαβθ
βθγγmγδ∂zθ
δ ,
χ˜α = χα + ξ˜
mγmαβθ
β +
1
6
γmαβθ
βθγγmγδλ
β .
(9.4)
Inserting the expression for dzα into (9.4), we find that d˜zα = j
ǫ
zα where j
ǫ
zα is the current
for the supersymmetric charge given in (2.4). In terms of the new variables the BRST
transformations simplify to
[Q, xm] = ξ˜m , {Q, ξ˜m} = 0 ,
{Q, θα} = λα , [Q, λα] = 0 ,
{Q, jǫzα} = ∂zχ˜α , [Q, χ˜α] = 0 ,
(9.5)
which clearly show the topological nature of the BRST symmetry generated by Q. Notice
that although the BRST symmetry is very simple in terms of the new variables, the vari-
ables ξ˜m, d˜zα and χ˜α are no longer susy invariant. In terms of the old variables the BRST
symmetry is rather complicated, but Πm, dα and all the ghost fields are supersymmetric
(clearly xm and θα are not supersymmetric being the coordinates of the superspace).
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Due to the simple structure of (9.5), we can write the associated BRST charge as
Q =
∮
dzjBz ,
jBz ≡ λ
α (jǫzα + J
ǫ
zα)− ξ˜
m ∂zxm + ∂zχˆα θ
α ,
J ǫzα ≡
1
2
β˜zmγ
m
αβλ
β − ξ˜mγ
m
αβκ˜
β
z ,
(9.6)
where J ǫzα generates the susy transformations on the ghost fields. Here, β˜
m
z and κ˜zα are
the antighost for ξ˜m and for χα, respectively. Notice that according to this BRST charge,
the ghosts ξ˜m, χ˜α and λ
α are associated with the generators of the translations and of the
supersymmetry transformations.
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